No: EDN-H (2) B (6)-1-18/2019-(Arts)  
DIRECTORATE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION  
H.P. LALPANI, Shimla-1  
Dated: Shimla-171001, the July 2019  

Corrigendum  

Please read Sr. no. 4,3,6 and 5 instead of Sr No. 5,4,7,and 6 appeared at Sr. No. 3,4,5,6. against the names of Sh. Jaswant Singh, Pritam Chand, Reeta Kumari and Nitika Thakur TGT (Arts) in the O/o issued vide this Directorate O/o of even no dated 6.7.19.

Endst. No. even dated Shimla-1, the  
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to the:-  
1. All the Dy. Director of Elementary Education as mentioned above.  
2. All the Principals/ Headmasters as mentioned above. He/ She will also ensure that the joining and relieving report is sent by him/her to Dy. Director of Elementary Education and to this Directorate immediately, on joining/relieving of the official concerned. Transfer of teachers on contract basis /Para teacher may not be implemented vice regular teacher.  
3. The Nodal officer (IT) Internal.  
4. P.S. to Director of Elementary Education H.P. Shimla  